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Errata 
Corrections to the article, “Satellites and Cohomology,” by G. S. Rinehart, 
pp. 295-329, Vol. 12, No. 3 (1969). 
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Line 8. 1 Q’ 1 not 1’ 1. a’($ g), not C’(f, g). 
Line 1. hp, not C. 
Line2. tl > 1. 
Corollary 2.5, last line of proof. &ZZpz’. 
Next to last line. a : %‘(P, B) --+ ‘i4(P, A). 
Lines 8 and 9. Pa. and I’,. , not I’,. and P,. . 
Proposition 2.2.4. Displayed equation should be: 
44 = coker P(1, 1) : F(A,) --)r F(A, x ,,, A,). 
305 Theorem 2.26, second spectral sequence should be 
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9th line from bottom. l&@(F)+), not S,(iloY). 
Next to last line. where G’ is composition with G. 
Equation displayed after 2.28 should be L,G(F(P)) = L,@F)(P). 
(3.3) Insert arrow between S,dHz(B’ + B) and Ext*+i(B, 2). 
Remark 3.5. Extf4,sb(C, 2 x B) = Ext&C, 2). 
2nd line of Definition 3.7 should refer to (3.3), not (3.2). 
Line after first commutative diagram. Q’, not 0. 
Last line of proof of Lemma 3.9. @# = fc* . 
Line 8. rr, --7r~+aQ:(zx C) x,(2x C)+Z. 
1st line of commutative diagram. dA - HZ, not A * A * Hz. 
3rd and second line from bottom. Then ker(Ps + Pr) is the image of L 
under the left adjoint to the forgetful functor from P,-groups to sets. 
(To see this . . . 
313 Line 2. Replace “the free group on P, x L” by “ker(Ps + PI)“. 
313 1 Ith line from bottom. restriction of a : ker(A, + A, x B,) + 2. 
314 2nd line after commutative diagram and fourth line from bottom. 
map E(B, K) + Extl(A x U B, 2). 
125 
126 ERRATA 
315 Line 13. of S,dZF(A x u B -+ B) corresponding to . . . 
316 Lines 11 and 12. Delete “and ker(Ps --+ Pr) becomes . . .” 
316 Lines 18 and 19. Delete sentence commencing “For the choice of P,, 
and Pr . . .” 
316 1st line of last paragraph. p, not P. 
316 5th line from bottom. K, not B. 
317 Remark. ExtkJL, 2) = Extio(B, , 2). 
318 Theorem 5.4, third line. (so that &I = A-modules, 9s = K-modules 
or . . . 
318 Line 17. Hence, AD = A’ - AD, = AA * Do 
318 Line 20. Hence, &AD = A’ * &AD, = . . . 
319 Remark 5.8. In first line, delete “let F : V -+ Zg be”. Second line should 
read “Suppose F(Etp) C 9. Then AF(B’) C .?@. (See Proposition 2.24 and 
proof of Proposition 2.20.” 
319 “Added in proof” : Footnote to Remark 5.6. The ideaa of Barr-Beck- 
Ulmer referred to here provide a very simple proof of Theorem 5.5 
which works for all cases. E.g., for %’ = (R-algebras, A), define contra- 
variant functors X,, : V -+ abelian groups such that X(B) is the 
renumbered standard complex for the cohomology of B: l&(X(B)) = 
Hn+l(B, Z), tf > 1; &(X(B)) = Der(B, 2). Then S,X, = 0, m > 1, 
by Prop. 2.15, since X,, factors through the category of sets. Moreover, 
X provides an exact resolution of Der( -, 2) in W by Cor. 2.3, because 
lin+l(B, 2) = 0 for B free. Hence, S, Der(- 2) = H,(X). 
320 Fit display. Tor@J), not Tor A’. 
320 7th line from bottom. ExtgJB, 2) = Ext&,,K)(D(B), Z). 
321 3 lines above Definition 6.3. B, not hp. 
321 2 lines above Definition 6.3. [8], not [O]. 
321 Theorem 6.4, displayed sequence. S&(B), not &-V’(B). 
322 Definition 6.6. A E / Q j is &‘-fit in case the functor B H A + B is 
a morphism of bases (Definition 2.13). 8’ is a strong projective class in 
case every &-projective is b-flat. 
322 Next to last line. B’ xB B’, not B’ x B&Y. 
324 Theorem 6.10, first line of proof. [1], not [O]. 
325 Line 7. The ker of 
(A+C’)x,+,(~+C’)-+A+c 
326 Proposition 6.14, third line. 
L{A,’ x Ai Ai’) --+ L{A,‘} x YAIl L{A;) 
326 Remark. Add 0 on left of second displayed sequence. 
327 Proposition 6.16, line 4. Where Z’ = (1,0) * Z, . . . 
ERRATA 127 
Vol. 10, No. 4 (1968), in the article, “On the Finite Two Dimensional 
Linear Groups,” by Peter Lorimer, pp. 419-435: 
The author wishes to report an error in his paper [1] which previously 
appeared in this journal. The error is a substantial one, and because of the 
length of the correction necessary it seems best, in the first instance, to correct 
itby changing the assumptions in the affected Theorem. 
The error is in Lemma 6.20 which is false. This invalidates Theorem 6.21 
and that part of the paper from Lemma 6.23 to the end. However, it does not 
affect Theorem 6.22 or the discussion under Case I on pages 432 and 433. 
Because of thii error, we will replace Theorem 1 by the following two 
Theorems 
THEOREM 3. If (G, K, H) is a T, triple, G is finite, a is an intdution of 
G-N(K),HnK”#l,andKnKaaG,thenG~KnK~is~~phicto 
a group 42, r;?. 
-THEOREM 4. If (G, K, H) is a T8 triple, G is jinite, a is an invo&tion of 
G-N(K),HnKa#l,HnHa=l,undKnKaisnotanomalsub- 
group of G, then G/Z(G) is isomorphic to a group FGL42, F). 
The proof of Theorem 3 is the same as that originally given in [I]* Theo- 
rem 4 is true because we have made the additional gumption H n Hs = 1, 
and we can use this assumption in place of the false results in [I]. 
Theorem 2, in [1], is not affected by the error. 
There are two other minor errors that I would like to correct. First, there is 
a misprint in the statement of Lemma 6.18 which should read: If h E H n P, 
h#l,g~G,~dha~HnHa,th~g~N(HnH~).S~nd,~ple3in 
Section 2 is not an example of a Ts triple. 
1. PETER LORIMER, “On the Finite Two Dimensional Linear Groups,” J A&&m 
10 fl968), 419-435. 
